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In this paper, the output consensus problem of DC microgrids with dynamic event-
triggered control scheme is investigated. According to the properties of DCmicrogrids and
multi-agent systems, the multi-agent systems function model for DC microgrids is
provided. For making the multi-agent systems achieve output consensus, the non-
periodic and periodic dynamic event-triggered control schemes are provided,
respectively, which are classified according to the style of receiving information. By
using a series of analysis, it can be proved that these two control schemes not only
can make systems achieve output consensus, but also can avoid the Zeno-behavior
successfully. Moreover, the periodic dynamic event-triggered control scheme does not
need the continuous information transfer. Finally, a numerical example is provided to
support our conclusions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of national economy, the problems of non-renewable energy and CO2

emission are getting worse. For alleviating these problems, the distributed renewable energy was
investigated and used in many aspects (Zhang et al., 2014)- (Aluisio et al., 2017). Moreover, the wind
energy and solar energy have been considered as the most potential renewable energy (Hu et al.,
2020)- (Schfer et al., 2018). Therefore, the DC microgrids with wind and solar energy generators has
attracted more and more attentions (Su et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020). In (Aquila et al.,
2020) for obtaining the optimal configuration strategy of DC microgrids, the hybrid programming
optimization algorithm based on PL technology was provided. The control scheme for DC
microgrids with embedded power supply and load changing randomly was given in (Ma et al.,
2017) and the layered distributed model predictive control scheme was provided in (Kong et al.,
2019), respectively.

For designing the proper control schemes of DCmicrogrids, the systems functionmodeling of DC
microgrids is very important. In (Purba et al., 2019), the scalable models for DC microgrids with
limited computational complexity was provided and the dynamic characteristics was analyzed, too.
Moreover, the state-space function model of the converters with plug-and-play (PnP) regulator and
V − I droop controller for DC microgrids was built in (Zhou et al., 2020). On the other hand, DC
microgrids can be seen as a complex system consist of several subsystems (wind and solar energy
generators). According to this point, the function model of DC microgrids can be built with the style
of multi-agent systems, which was investigated in many existing results (Zhou et al., 2020) (Wang
et al., 2021).
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The function model of multi-agent systems has attracted lots of
attentions due to its widely applications in many aspects (Bender,
1991; Cai et al., 2016; Lawton and Beard, 2002). Among all these
issues about multi-agent systems, the consensus problem for multi-
agent systems is the most basic and quite important, which attracted
large scholars to investigate. In (Fax and Murray, 2004), the topology
structure representing the information transfer between agents was
analyzed and the decision conditions of making multi-agent systems
achieve consensus was also provided. In (Olfati-Saber and Murray,
2004) and (Savino et al., 2016), the consensus problem of multi-agent
systems with directed topology and switching topology were studied,
which further reduced the amount of information transfer. After that,
in order to make multi-agent systems be more fit for the actual
situation, the heterogeneous multi-agent systems that can make the
agents’ system function models be different was pointed out. In
(Franceschelli et al., 2010), the consensus problem for one special
kind of heterogeneous multi-agent systems was investigated, which
had only two different kinds of dynamic models. Then, the dynamic
compensator was built for each agent to deal with the output
consensus problem of general heterogeneous multi-agent systems
in (Zhang et al., 2017) and (Huang and Ye, 2014).

Traditional control schemes for multi-agent systems always
require that both information transfer and the update of controller
should be continuous, which may cause the congestion of
information and the cost of energy if the amount of agents is
large enough. For overcoming this problem, the periodic sampling
control scheme was proposed and used for themulti-agent systems
in (Fridman, 2010; Liu and Fridman, 2012; Shen et al., 2012) which
can give a fixed sampling periodic making the information
communications and controller’s update occur at the periodic
sampled instant. Nevertheless, this scheme only considered the
‘worst situation’, which leaded to the increase of conservativeness
in the choice of sampled instant. Considering about this problem,
the event-triggered control scheme making the controller’s update
occur at the triggered time according to the agents’ behavior was
investigated and used for multi-agent systems in (Zhu et al., 2014;
Duan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). In (Zhu et al., 2014), the
event-triggered control scheme was proposed to solve the
consensus problem for linear multi-agent with directed
topology. Moreover, the corresponding event-triggered control
approaches for solving consensus problems of multi-agent
systems with special models such as nonlinear and
heterogeneous were provided in (Seifullaev and Fradkov, 2016)
and (Duan et al., 2017), respectively.

Although the event-triggered control schemes for multi-agent
systems have been investigated by many papers and achieved
significant results, some points still need to be improved: 1) How
to avoid the Zeno-behavior is one of the key problem for event-
triggered control scheme. However, most existing works only can
avoid this phenomenon before consensus, while a fixed minimum
triggered interval can not be given. 2) Compare with periodic
sampling control scheme, the frequency of controller’s update by
using event-triggered control scheme is lower. However, because
of the existing of event-triggered conditions, the continuous
information transfer is always needed, which may cause the
information congestion. These problems motivate us to
provide this paper.

In this paper, the output consensus problem for the multi-agent
systems function model of DC microgrids is investigated and the
corresponding dynamic event-triggered control schemes are provided,
respectively. Themain contributions of this paper are given as follows:

1) According to the relevant knowledge of DC microgrids and
multi-agent systems, the multi-agent systems function model
of DC microgrids is built. Moreover, by utilizing this model,
the control problem for DC microgrids is converted into the
output consensus problem of multi-agent systems.

2) For the multi-agent systems built in this paper, the non-periodic
and periodic dynamic event-triggered control schemes for
achieving output consensus are provided, respectively. Compare
with traditional event-triggered control scheme, these two control
schemes can provide the fixed minimum triggered interval, and
may have the lower conservativeness event-triggered conditions
because of the existing of dynamic item. Moreover, the periodic
dynamic event-triggered control scheme can also avoid the
continuous information transfer.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
preliminaries is given. The multi-agent systems functionmodel of
DCmicrogrids is provided in section 3. In section 4, the dynamic
event-triggered control schemes with non-periodic and periodic
event-triggered conditions are proposed, respectively. The
numerical example supporting for our results is provided in
section 5 and the conclusion is given in section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Notations
1) Denote Rm×n and Rn as the sets of all m × n real matrices and

n-dimensional Euclidean space, respectively.
2) Denote ‖ · ‖ as the induced 2-norm for m × n real matrices or

the Euclidean norm for n-dimensional vectors in Rn.
3) Denote coli(X) and rowi(X) as the i-th columnand rowofmatrixX,

respectively.Moreover, coli,j(X) � [coli(X), coli+1(X), . . . , colj(X)],
rowi,j(X) � [rowi(X)

T , rowi+1(X)T , . . . , rowj(X)
T]T .

4) Denote λ(X) as the set of all eigenvalues of n × n real matrix X.
Moreover, denote λi(X) and Reλi(X) as the i-th eigenvalue of
X and its real part for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, respectively.

5) P > 0 (P < 0) represents that P is a symmetric positive
(negative) definite matrix.

6) Denote I and O as the identity matrix and zero matrix with
compatible dimension, respectively. Moreover, Om×n
represents m × n zero matrix.

2.2 Algebraic Graph Topology
Consider a system consist of one leader and N agents, a directed
graph g ̄ is provide to describe the relationship of the information
transfer among them. Let g ̄ � {0}∪ g, where {0} represents the
leader, and g � (V, E,A) is the information exchange between
agents with V � {1, 2, . . . ,N}, E4V × V and A � {aij} ∈ RN×N ,
which represent the set of agents, the set of directed edges, and the
weighted adjacency matrix, respectively. If agent i can obtain
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information from agent j, agent j is called an in-neighbor of agent
i and the directed edge (j, i) ∈ E, aij > 0, aij � 0, otherwise. Denote
N i � {j|j ∈ V(j, i) ∈ E} as the set of in-neighbor index of agent i.
Then the Laplacian matrix L about g can be given as
L � {lij} ∈ RN×N , where lij � ∑j∈N i

aij if i � j, and lij � −aij,
otherwise. Denote B � diag{b1, b2, . . . , bN } as the leader adjacency
matrix associated with graph g ̄. bi > 0 means that there exists a
directed edge from leader to agent i and agent i can take
information from leader, bi � 0, otherwise. A series of edges
(pp, qq1)(qq1, qq2), . . . (qqm, qq) is called a directed path from
agent pp to agent qq in the directed graph g ̄, where
qqss (ss � 1, 2, . . . ,m) represents the different agents.
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that there does not exist
self-loops or parallel edges in the directed graph g ̄.

Define H as H � L + B, the following result can be given.
Lemma 1 (Fax and Murray, 2004) If a directed spanning tree

with the leader as the root exists in the graph topology,
Reλi(H)> 0 for every λi(H) ∈ λ(H).

3 THEMULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS FUNCTION
MODELING OF DC MICROGRIDS

According to (Wang et al., 2021), the typical structure of DC
microgrids with wind and solar energy generators is shown in
Figure 1, where agent i (i � 1, 2, . . . ,N) is the i-th distributed
generator representing the wind or solar energy generator belong
to DC microgrids. Vi represents the interfaced voltage of agent i.

Rfi, Lfi and Cfi represent the RLC filter of agent i, respectively. Ifi
and V0i represent the current and output voltage of agent i,
respectively. RLi and Rij are used to describe the common resistor
load and the line resistance between agents i and j, respectively.
By utilizing the results of (Wang et al., 2021), the system function
model of agent i can be given as follows:

_xi(t) � Aii +∑Aij( )xi(t) −∑Aijxj(t) + Biiu*i (t) (1)

yi(t) � Ciixi(t) (2)

where

Aii �
Ā

ii + B ̄
iin

p
i B ̄

iin
i
i

A*
i O

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, Aij �
Ā

ij O

O O
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, Bii �

npi

nii

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

Cii � C ̄
ii
O

( )T

xi(t) � (x ̄Ti (t), z ̄Ti (t))T , u*i (t) � u ̄
i(t), yi(t) � y ̄ i(t)

A ̄
ii �

− 1
CfiRLi

1
Cfi

− 1
Lfi

−Rfi

Lfi

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, Ā

ij �
− 1
CfiRij

O

O O

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

B ̄
ii �

O
1
Lfi

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, C ̄
ii � O

mi
( )T

x ̄ i(t) � (Vi, Ifi)T , u ̄
i(t) � V0i,

y ̄ i(t) � miIfi, z ̄ i(t) � ∫t

0
(Vrefi − Vi)dt

np
i � (ni,1, ni,2), ni

i � ni,3, Vrefi � V *
i −miIi

mi represents the V − I droop coefficient, ni,1, ni,2 and ni,3
represent the PI controller coefficients of agent i, respectively, V*

i
represents the output voltage of agent i when unloading.

According to (1) and (2), the further systems function
model of DC microgrids can be obtained. Take
Ai � (Aii +∑Aij), ui′ (t) � −∑Aijxj(t) + Biiu*i (t) and Cii � Ci for
i � 1, 2, . . . ,N (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows:

_xi(t) � Aixi(t) + ui′(t) (3)

yi(t) � Ci(t)xi(t) (4)

Since Aij and Bii are constant matrix, ui′ (t) can be rewritten as
ui′(t) � Biui(t), where Bi is a constant matrix with compatible
dimension and ui(t) is a function of xi(t) and xj(t) for j ∈ N i. On
the other hand, for satisfying the actual demands, the power of
each distributed generator is always required to be consistent with
the ideal power finally. In other words, provide a control scheme
to make the output of agent i be the consensus with the ideal
output finally is quite significant. Denote y0(t) as the ideal output
and the corresponding system function model can be given as
follows:

FIGURE 1 | The typical structure of DC microgrids.
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_x0(t) � A0x0(t) (5)

y0(t) � C0x0(t) (6)

where A0 ∈ Rn0×n0 and C0 ∈ Rq×n0 are constant matrix. Assume
that yj(t) have the same dimension yj(t) ∈ Rq for j � 0, 1, . . . ,N .
Then, the above problem is equivalent to find the proper design
scheme of ui(t) to make the following systems.

_xi(t) � Aixi(t) + Biui(t) (7)

yi(t) � Cixi(t) (8)

Such that

lim
t→∞

‖yi(t) − y0(t)‖ � 0 (9)

for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N and any initial values of xi(t), whereAi ∈ Rni×ni ,
Bi ∈ Rni×mi and Ci ∈ Rq×ni .

Therefore, the multi-agent systems function model of DC
microgrid has been built by 5–8, where (5), (6) and (7), (8)
represent the leader and agent systems, respectively. In the
rest of this paper, the main purpose is to provide the control
scheme making multi-agent systems 5–8 achieve output
consensus.

4 DYNAMIC EVENT-TRIGGEREDCONTROL
SCHEME FOR DC MICROGIRD

4.1 The Design of Controller
For systems (5)–(8), assume that the following condition is
satisfied in this paper.

Assumption 1 For i � 1, 2, . . . ,N , there are constant matrices
Πi ∈ Rni×n0 and Γi ∈ Rmi×n0 making the following conditions hold.

ΠiA0 � AiΠi + BiΓi
0 � CiΠi − C0.

Let aij (bi) represent the relationship of information transfer
between agent i and agent j (leader). According to the
knowledge of algebraic graph topology and existing results
(Fax and Murray, 2004)- (Huang and Ye, 2014), for making
systems (5)–8) achieve output consensus (which means that
condition 9) holds), the following condition should be
satisfied.

Assumption 2 There exists a directed spanning tree with the
leader as the root in topology g ̄. Since Assumptions 1–2 hold, the
control protocol for each agent can be given as follows:

_zi(t) � A0zi(t) + Fi ∑
j∈N i

aijC0(zi(tik) − zj(tik)) + bi(C0zi(tik) − x0(tik))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

ui(t) � Ki(yi(tik) − CiΠizi(tik)) + Γizi(t), t ∈ [tik, tik+1) (11)

For i � 1, 2, . . . ,N , k � 1, 2, . . ., where (10) represents the
dynamic compensator for agent i and zi(t) ∈ Rn0 represents
the state of it, Ki ∈ Rmi×ni and Fi ∈ Rn0×n0 represent the control
gain matrices need to be solved, tik represents the triggered time
decided by the event-triggered conditions, which will be designed
in the rest of this paper.

4.2 The Design of Dynamic Event-Triggered
Condition
Consider Assumptions one to two hold and the control
protocol for systems (5)–(8) is (10), (11), the following
conclusion can be given.

Proposition 1 Systems (5)–(8) can achieve output consensus
with control protocol (10), (11) if the following systems

_φ(t) � A*φ(t) +∑N
i�1

Di(φ(t) − φ(tik)) (12)

such that lim
t→∞

‖φ(t)‖ � 0 for any initial value, where

A* � A ̂ + B ̂K ̂C ̂, Di � O1i DT
1i O2i DT

2i O3i( )T
A ̂ � A ̃ O

O A ̃
0

( ), B ̂ � B̃ −Π̃

O I
( ), K ̂ � K ̃ O

O F ̃( ), C ̂ � C ̃ O
O H ̃C ̃

0

( )
O1i � O

n*×∑i

j�1nj−ni
, O2i � O

n*×∑N

j�inj−ni+(i−1)n0
, O3i � On*×(N−i)n0

D1i � −{BKCi} ΠiFiHiC
̃
0( ), D2i � O

n0×∑N

i�1ni
−FiHiC

̃
0( )

X ̃ � diag{X1,X2, . . . ,XN}, X ∈ {A,B,C,Π,K , F},

A ̃
0 � IN ⊗A0, H

̃ � H ⊗ Iq, C ̃
0 � IN ⊗C0

{BKCi} � row∑i
j�1

nj−ni+1,∑i
j�1

nj

(B ̃K ̃C ̃), Hi � row(i−1)q+1,i×q(H ̃)

n* �∑N
i�1

ni + N · n0

for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N .
Proof. Take φ1i(t) � xi(t) − Πizi(t), φ2i(t) � zi(t) − x0(t) for

i � 1, 2, . . . ,N , φr(t) � (φT
r1(t), . . . ,φ

T
rN(t))

T for r � 1, 2 and
φ(t) � (φT

1 (t),φ
T
2 (t))

T , according to (5)–(8) and (10), (11), φ(t)
such that condition (12) holds. Meanwhile, since Assumption 1
holds, it can be found out that

lim
t→∞

‖yi(t) − y0(t)‖
� lim

t→∞
‖Cixi(t) − C0x0(t)‖

� lim
t→∞

‖Cixi(t) − CiΠizi(t) + C0zi(t) − C0x0(t)‖
≤ lim

t→∞
‖Ci‖‖φ1i(t)‖ + ‖C0‖‖φ2i(t)‖

(13)

Therefore, we have lim
t→∞

‖yi(t) − y0(t)‖ � 0 for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N
if lim

t→∞
‖φ(t)‖ � 0. The proof is completed.

Remark 1 According to the proof of Proposition 1, it is
important to make Assumptions 1 and 2 be true. Specially, the
existence of Assumption 1 makes each agent can obtain the
information of leader directly or indirectly, which is a necessary
condition of achieving output consensus. On the other hand, the
existence of Assumption 2 makes output consensus problem of
systems (5)–(8) can be turned into the stable problem of system
(12), which is a necessary condition of using dynamic compensator
to transfer information.

According to Proposition one and some existing results, for making
systems (5)–(8) achieve output consensus, assume that the following
condition holds.
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Assumption 3 There exists matrices Ki ∈ Rmi×ni , Fi ∈ Rn0×n0
and symmetric positive definite matrix P �
diag{P11, P12, . . . , P1N , P21, P22, . . . , P2N } with P1i ∈ Rni×ni ,
P2i ∈ Rn0×n0 , P1i > 0 and P2i > 0 for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N , such that

PA* + A*TP < − μP (14)

where μ> 0 is a constant.
Since Assumption three is satisfied, Ki and Fi can be chosen by

utilizing condition (14). Based on these, two dynamic event-
triggered conditions are provided in the next part of this paper,
respectively.

4.2.1 Non-periodic Dynamic Event-Triggered
Condition
Consider that the triggered time tik is decided by the following
dynamic event-triggered condition.

tik+1 � max{ti*k+1, tik+1 + h} (15)

where.

ti*k+1 � inf t > tik|{ θi{δi(Diφ(t))TPDiφ(t)
−[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))} + ηi(t)< 0} (16)

_ηi(t) � −λiηi(t) + αi{δi(Diφ(t))TPDiφ(t)
−[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))}, t ∈ [tik, ti*k+1) (17)

_ηi(t) � −λiηi(t), t ∈ [ti*k+1, tik+1) (18)

Furthermore, h, θi, δi, αi, λi > 0 need to be designed, ηi(t)
represents the dynamic item such that ηi(0)≥ 0 for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N
and P is given according to condition (14).

According to event-triggered condition (15), the following
result can be obtained.

Theorem 1 Assume that Assumptions 1–3 hold, systems (5)–(8)
can achieve output consensuswith control protocol (10), (11) and event-
triggered condition (15) if P such that condition (14) holds, and
constantsh, θi, δi, αi, λi, c, ℓ > 0 such that the following conditions hold.

Ψ1 < 0, Ψ2 < 0, Ψ3i < 0, i � 1, 2, . . . ,N (19)

where

Ψ1 � −μP +∑N
i�1
(αi + ℓ

−1 + 3ch2)δiDT
i PDi + ℓP + 3ch2A*TPA*,

(20)

Ψ2 � −cP +∑N
i�1
(ℓ−1 − αi + 3ch2)DT

i PDi, (21)

Ψ3i � 1
θi
(ℓ−1 + 3ch2) − λi. (22)

Proof Set

V(t) � φT(t)Pφ(t) + ch∫0

−h
∫t

t+v
_φT(s)P _φ(s)dsdv +∑N

i�1
ηi(t),

(23)According to (16)–(18), We Have

_ηi(t)≥ − λi + αi

θi
( )ηi(t), t ∈ [tik, ti*k+1)

_ηi(t) � −λiηi(t), t ∈ [ti*k+1, tik+1)
Since ηi(0)≥ 0 for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N , ηi(t)≥ 0 for any t ≥ 0. Therefore,
we have V(t)≥ 0 and V(t) � 0 only if ‖φ(t)‖ � 0. Meanwhile,
according to Proposition 1, systems (5)–8) can achieve output
consensus if lim

t→∞
‖φ(t)‖ � 0. As a result, the original problem is

changed to prove that _V(t)< 0 for any ‖φ(t)‖> 0.
According to (23), We Have

_V(t) � V1(t) + V2(t) + V3(t) + V4(t) + V5(t) (24)

where

V1(t) � φT(t)(A*TP + PA*)φ(t) (25)

V2(t) � 2φT(t)P∑N
i�1

Di(φ(t) − φ(tik)) (26)

V3(t) �∑N
i�1

_ηi(t) (27)

V4(t) � ch2 _φT(t)P _φ(t) (28)

V5(t) � −ch∫t

t−h
_φT(s)P _φ(s)ds (29)

Denote R1 and R2 as the index sets of agent i such that R1 �
{i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} | t ∈ [tik, t

i*
k+1)} and R2 � {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}

| t ∈ [ti*k+1, t
i
k+1)}. Then, the following results can be obtained.

V1(t)≤ − μφT(t)Pφ(t) (30)

V2(t)≤ ℓφT(t)Pφ(t) + ℓ
−1∑N

i�1
[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))

≤ ℓφT(t)Pφ(t) + ℓ
−1 ∑

i∈R1

δi(Diφ(t))TPDiφ(t) + 1
θi
ηi(t)[ ]

+ ℓ
−1 ∑

i∈R2

[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik)) (31)

V3(t) � ∑
i∈R1

−λiηi(t) + αiδi(Diφ(t))TPDiφ(t) − αi[Di(φ(t){
−φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))} − ∑

i∈R2

λiηi(t) (32)

V4(t)≤ 3ch2 φT(t)A*TPA*φ(t) +∑N
i�1

[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))
⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭

≤ 3ch2 φT(t)A*TPA*φ(t) + ∑
i∈R1

δi(Diφ(t))TPDiφ(t) + 1
θi
ℓi(t)[ ]⎧⎨⎩

+ ∑
i∈R2

[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))
⎫⎬⎭ (33)

V5(t) � − ∑
i∈R2

cih∫t

t−h
_φT(s)Pi _φ(s)ds

≤ − ∑
i∈R2

ci(t − tik)∫t

ti
k

_φT(s)Pi _φ(s)ds
≤ − ∑

i∈R2

(φ(t) − φ(tik))TciPi(φ(t) − φ(tik))

(34)

where ciPi > 0 such that ∑N
i�1ciPi � cP.

Then, We Have
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_V(t)≤φT(t)Ψ1φ(t) + ∑
i∈N2

(φ(t) − φ(tik))TΨ2i(φ(t) − φ(tik))

+ ∑
i∈N1

Ψ3iηi(t)

(35)
where

Ψ2i � −ciPi + (ℓ−1 − αi + 3ch2)DT
i PDi, i � 1, 2, . . . ,N (36)

By simple analysis, there exist ci and Pi for i � 1, 2, . . . ,N such
that Ψ2i < 0 if Ψ2 < 0. Therefore, _V(t)< 0 for any ‖φ(t)‖> 0 if
condition 19) holds. The proof is completed.

Remark 2 Because of the existence of h, event-triggered
condition (15) can be seen as an improved condition based on
traditional event-triggered condition. Since h> 0 is constant, the
minimum triggered interval of (15) must be no less than h. In
other words, the Zeno-behavior is avoided successfully, which is
difficult to achieve in many existing works.

Remark 3 ηi(t) seems to need the additional channel of
information transfer. However, according to (17) and (18), the
information of ηi(t) can be given from the information of zi(t)
and xi(t) directly. Therefore, there is no need to build external channel
of information transfer for obtaining the information of ηi(t).

Remark 4 Compare with the static event-triggered condition,
the most obvious difference of dynamic event-triggered condition
(15) is the existence of dynamic item ηi(t). Moreover, how to
design ηi(t) is the key problem of building dynamic event-
triggered condition (15). In this paper, ηi(t) is designed with
the following rules: i) ηi(t)≥ 0 for any t ≥ 0; ii) The information of
ηi(t) can be given from xi(t) and zi(t). Therefore, we have
δi(Diφ(t))

TPDiφ(t) − [Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]
TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))≥ 0 is

a sufficient condition for θi{δi(Diφ(t))
TPDiφ(t) − [Di(φ(t)−

φ(tik))]
TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))} + ηi(t)≥ 0, which means that the

conservativeness of event-triggered condition (15) is lower
than its corresponding static event-triggered condition. Moreover,
according to some existing results such as (Wang et al., 2017) and (Ge
and Han, 2017), condition (15) may have the bigger minimum
triggered interval if the parameters are chosen well.

4.2.2 Periodic Dynamic Event-Triggered Condition
Consider that the triggered time tik is decided by the following
dynamic event-triggered condition.

tik+1 � inf tik + sih | si ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, θi δi(Diφ(tik + sih))TP(Diφ(tik + sih)){{
−[Di(φ(tik + sih) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(tik + sih) − φ(tik))} + ηi(tik + sih)< 0},

(37)

where
_ηi(t) � −λiηi(t), t ∈ (tik, tik + h] (38)

η
̇
i(t) � −λiηi(t) + αi δi(Diφ(tik + (si − 1)h))TP(Diφ(tik + (si − 1)h)){

− [Di(φ(tik + (si − 1)h) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(tik + (si − 1)h) − φ(tik))},
t ∈ (tik + (si − 1)h, tik + sih], si ≥ 2

(39)

Moreover, h, θi, δi, αi, λi > 0 need to be designed, ηi(t)
represents the dynamic item such that ηi(0)≥ 0 for i �
1, 2, . . . ,N and P is given according to condition (14).

According to event-triggered condition (37), the following
conclusion can be given.

Theorem 2 Assume that Assumptions 1–3 hold, systems
(5)–(8) can achieve output consensus with control protocol
(10), (11) and event-triggered condition (37) if P such that
condition (14) hold, constants 9> 1 and h, θi, δi, αi, λi, c, ℓ > 0
such that the following conditions hold.

h≤
ln 1 + θiλi

αi
( )

λi

(40)

Θ1 < 0, Θ2 < 0, Θ3 < 0, Θ4i < 0 (41)

where

Θ1 � −μP + ℓP + 3ch2A*TPA* + 0.5(9 − 1)cP (42)

Θ2 �∑N
i�1
(2ℓ−1 − αi + 6ch2)DT

i PDi − 0.5cP (43)

Θ3 �∑N
i�1
(2ℓ−1 + αi + 6ch2)δiDT

i PDi − 0.5(1 − 9−1)cP (44)

Θ4i � 1
θi
(2ℓ−1 + 6ch2) − λi e−λih − αi

θiλi
(1 − e−λih)[ ] (45)

Proof According to (38), (39), the following results can obtained.

ηi(t)≥ e−λihηi(tik), t ∈ (tik, tik + h]

ηi(t)≥ e−λih − αi
θiλi

(1 − e−λih)[ ]ηi(tik + (si − 1)h),

t ∈ tik + (si − 1)h, tik + sih], si ≥ 2
Since ηi(0)≥ 0 and condition (40) holds, we have ηi(t)≥ 0 for i �
1, 2, . . . ,N and any t ≥ 0. Take V(t) and Vi(t) (i � 1, 2, . . . , 5)
have the same meanings as given in Theorem 1. Be similar with
Theorem 1, this problem is equivalent to prove that V

̇
(t)< 0 for

any ‖φ(t)‖> 0. It can be found out that V1(t) still satisfies
condition (30). For V2(t) − V5(t), the following results can be
obtained.

V2(t)≤ ℓφT(t)Pφ(t) + ℓ
−1∑N

i�1
[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))

≤ ℓφT(t)Pφ(t) + 2ℓ−1 ∑
i∈R1

δi(Diφ(tik + rikh))TPDiφ(tik + rikh) +
1
θi
ηi(tik + rikh){ }

+ 2ℓ−1∑N
i�1

[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))

(46)

V3(t) � ∑
i∈R1

−λiηi(t) + αiδi(Diφ(tik + rikh))TP(Diφ(tik + rikh)){
− αi[Di(φ(tik + rikh) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(tik + rikh) − φ(tik))} − ∑

i∈R2

λiηi(t)

≤ ∑
i∈R1

−λi e−λih − αi
θiλi

(1 − e−λih)[ ]ηi(tik + rikh){
+ αiδi(Diφ(tik + rikh))TP(Diφ(tik + rikh))−αi[Di(φ(tik + rikh)
−φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(tik + rikh) − φ(tik))} (47)
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V4(t)≤ 3ch2 φT(t)A*TPA*φ(t) +∑N
i�1

[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik))
⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭

≤ 3ch2 φT(t)A*TPA*φ(t) + 2 ∑
i∈R1

δi[Diφ(tik + rikh)]TPDiφ(tik + rikh){⎧⎨⎩
+ 1
θi
ηi(tik + rikh)} + 2∑N

i�1
[Di(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))]TPDi(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))

⎫⎬⎭
(48)

V5(t)≤ −∑N
i�1

ci(t − tik − rikh)∫t

ti
k
+ri

k
h
_φT(s)Pi _φ(s)ds

≤ − ∑N
i�1

ci(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))TPi(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))

≤ − 0.5 ∑N
i�1

ci(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh))TPi(φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh)){
−(9 − 1)ciφT(t)Piφ(t) + (1 − 9−1)ciφT(tik + rikh)Piφ(tik + rikh)}

(49)
Therefore, the following conclusion can be given.

_V(t)≤φT(t)Θ1φ(t) +∑N
i�1

[φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh)]TΘ2i[φ(t) − φ(tik + rikh)]
+ ∑

i∈R1

[φT(tik + rikh)Θ3iφ(tik + rikh) + Θ4iηi(tik + rikh)]
(50)

where

Θ2i � (2ℓ−1 − αi + 6ch2)DT
i DEi − 0.5ciPi (51)

Θ3i � (2ℓ−1 + αi + 6ch2)δiDT
i PDi − 0.5(1 − 9−1)ciPi (52)

ci and Pi have the same meanings as given in Theorem 1.
Obviously, there exist ci, Pi such that Θ2i < 0, Θ3i < 0 if Θ2 < 0,
Θ3 < 0. Therefore, V

̇
(t)< 0 for any ‖φ(t)‖> 0 if conditions

(40)–41) hold. The proof is completed.
Remark 5 In this paper, event-triggered condition (37) is

called periodic dynamic event-triggered condition because it
combines periodic sampling condition with dynamic event-
triggered condition. More specifically, event-triggered
condition (37) makes the controller of each agent receive
the systems’ information at the fixed periodic sampling
instant (sih for si � 1, 2, . . .) and update itself at the
triggered time when the dynamic event-triggered condition
θi{δi(Diφ(tik + sih))

TP(Diφ(tik + sih)) − [Di(φ(tik + sih) − φ(tik))]
T

PDi(φ(tik + sih) − φ(tik))} + ηi(t
i
k + sih)< 0 holds. Therefore,

event-triggered condition (37) not only can avoid the Zeno-
behavior, but also can avoid the continuous information transfer.

Remark 6 As we know, the differences between linear and
nonlinear systems are huge. Therefore, it is difficult to
extend the control algorithm for linear system to the
nonlinear system directly. More specifically, take this
paper as an example: In this paper, the information of
dynamic item ηi(t) can be given according to the results of
the integral of systems (5)–(8). For linear system, the integral
of system can be given easily and the result is standard, which
is difficult to realize for nonlinear system. Hence, the control
algorithm given in this paper is hardly extended to the
nonlinear system directly. This problem is quite
interesting and worth considering, which will be
investigated in our further work.

5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider systems (5)–(8) with the topology structure shown in
Figure 2 and the parameters given as follows:

H �
1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, A0 � 0 1
1 0

( ), A1 � A2 � A3 � 0 −1
1 0

( ), A4 �
0 −1 2
−1 0 −1
0 −1 0

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠

B1 � B2 � 1
1

( ),B3 � 1
−1( ),B4 �

1
−1
1

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, C0 � 0.1 × 1 1( ), C1 � C2 � 0.1 × 1 1( )
C3 � 0.1 × 1 −1( ), C4 � 0.1 × 1 −1 1( )
Π1 � Π2 � 0 0

1 1
( ), Π3 � 1 1

0 0
( ), Π4 �

0.46 0.46
−0.38 −0.38
0.15 0.15

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠,
Γ1 � Γ2 � Γ3 � (1 1), Γ4 � (−0.23 − 0.23)

For satisfying Assumption 3, Ki and Fi can be chosen as
follows:

K1 � K2 � K3 � K4 � −10, F1 � F2 � F3 � F4 � −10
−10( )

Then, the non-periodic and periodic dynamic event-triggered
conditions can be given as follows:

1) Non-periodic dynamic event-triggered scheme: According to
Theorem 1, the parameters of condition 15) can be given as
h � 0.02, δi � 0.01, θi � 1, λi � 1 and αi � 1 for i � 1, 2, 3, 4.
Then, through Figure 3, systems (5)–(8) has achieved output
consensus. Moreover, the change process of inputs for all
agents is shown in Figure 4.

2) Periodic dynamic event-triggered scheme: According to
Theorem 2, the parameters of condition (37) can be given

FIGURE 2 | Topology structure of network.
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as h � 0.001, δi � 0.01, θi � 1, λi � 0.1 and αi � 1 for
i � 1, 2, 3, 4. Then, through Figure 5, systems (5)–(8) has
achieved output consensus. Moreover, the change process
of inputs for all agents is shown in Figure 6.

Remark 7According to Figures 4, 6, compared with condition
(37), the number of triggered times with condition (15) is much
lower. This phenomenon is due to the differences between these
two conditions. More specifically, condition (15) receive the
continuous information while condition (37) only receive the
information at the fixed periodic sampling instant. For avoiding
the continuous information transfer, the conservativeness of
condition (37) is higher than condition (15) for making up
the lack of information transfer, which leads to the results that
the frequency of trigger with condition (37) is higher.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the output consensus problem of
DC microgrids with dynamic event-triggered control scheme. By
using the relevant knowledge of DC microgrids and multi-agent
systems, and some existing results, the multi-agent systems
function model for DC microgrids has been built. Then, for
this system function model, the non-periodic and periodic
dynamic event-triggered control scheme have been provided,
respectively. By a series of analysis and the support of
numerical example, it can be proved that these two control
schemes both can make system achieve output consensus and
avoid the Zeno-behavior successfully. Moreover, the periodic
dynamic event-triggered control scheme can also avoid the
continuous information transfer of system.

FIGURE 3 | The output error between agent i and leader for i � 1,2, 3, 4
with random initial values and event-triggered condition (15).

FIGURE 4 | The inputs of all agents with event-triggered condition (15).

FIGURE 5 | The output error between agent i and leader for i � 1,2, 3, 4
with random initial values and event-triggered condition (37).

FIGURE 6 | The inputs of all agents with event-triggered condition (37).
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